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NATIONAL ACHIVEMEMT SURVEY 

V STD SCIENCE                           MODEL QUESTION PAPER (31) 

 

                 

1.Which of the following food has more IRON ? 

1.Green leaf&vegetables 2. Milk 3.Orange juice 4.Pulses 

2.Which of the following animal is awake at night and sleep during day time? 

1.Owl  2.Camel  3.Deer  4.Eagle 

3. Which of the following is categorized as pet animals? 

1.Tiger,Lion,Cheetah,Tiger 2.Cow,Dog,Cat 3.Crow,Peacock,owl 4.deer,bear,cheetah 

4. Which of the following source of heat energy is Eco friendly? 

1.petrol 2.sunlight 3.wood 4.coal 

5.Which of the following animals lay egg? 

1.ant,dog,elephant 2.cow,tortoise,crow 3.ant,crow,tortoise 4.dog,tortoise,crow 

6.Which is the general characteristic of animals that live in water? 

1.breath oxygen dissolved in water 2.does not like sunlight 3.eat animals 4.eat plants 

7.Which of the following  our neighboring country? 

 1.Bhutan 2.Iron 3.America 4.Australia 

8—9 Note;The rain fall in a weak is measured in Mani's class as given in the following graph.Answer 

Qns 8&9using this. 

 

8. Which day has greatest rain fall? 

1.Tuesday 2.Wednesday 3.Thursday 4.Friday 

9. How much was the rainfall on Wednesday? 

1.8mm 2.7mm 3.5mm 4.4mm 

10.In order to find the strength of wind a flag is hoisted using a bamboo stick. Arrange the following 

greatest strength to least strength. 

 3,4,2,1     2.    3,4,1,2    3. 3,1,4,2     4.  3,2,1,4 

    11.The plant which grow naturally in desert    

1.Lotus 2.Cactus 3.Samanthi 4.Deuoder 

12. Night blindness is caused due to the deficiency of 

11.Protein 2.Vitamin C 3.Vitamin A 4.Carbohydrate 

13. of the following is spread by mosquito? 

1.Pneumonia  2.Diarrhea  3.Cholera 4.Malaria 

14.If there is no Doctor in your village ,Whom do you consult for a patient in your house ? 

1.Health organizer 2.Political worker 3. Social worker 4.Religious person 
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15.Which of the following energy is used in houses? 

1.Wind  2.Nuclear energy  3.Heat  4.Electricity 

16.Lunar eclipse is caused when 

1.Sun is between Earth and Moon  2.Moon is between Sun and Earth  3.Earth is between Sun and 

Moon  4. Jupiter is between Sun and Moon 

17.Which of the following fuel causes least pollution? 

1.   Kerosene 2. Liquefied petroleum gas   3.Wood  4.Coal 

18. which of the following part of the plant suck energy from soil? 

1.Stem 2.Leaves 3.Flower 4.Roots 

19.Which of the following represents the foot print of birds? 

1.         A      2.   B     3.     C 4.D 

20. Which of the following is not drinking water? 

1.Bore well water  2.Well water  3.Sea water  4.Pipe water 

21.Which of the following is useful for tooth gums? 

1.Sweets  2.Nuts  3.Orange fruit 4.Chocolate 

22.The dress that should be worn during cooking 

1.Silk cloth  2.Nylon cloths  3.Teri-cotton cloth 4.cotton cloth 

23.Which of the following container can be used for measuring 5 mm water    

1.   A   2.B    3.C    4.D 

24.---------type of house should be built in places of heavy rain fall.    

1.flat roof structure 2.mud roof 3.slanting roof 4.leaf top roof 

25.Earth is seen blue in co lour when seen from space because major part of earth is surrounded by-----

-----. 

1.ice   2.   mountains   2. deserts  4.sea 

26. For the victory of a team, the team members should 

1.not bother about the victory   2.show the spirit of the team   3.not comment on other members 

27.Watch the following picture 

Which of the following order shows germination of seed 

 

1.D,B,A,C    2.C,A,B,D    3D,B,C,A     4.C,B,A,D 

 

28.The reason for the problem of unemployment and tack of living place in India is    

1.Communication development   2.Technology development  3.knowledge development 4.population 

explosion 

29.Which of the following motion is due to only Gravitational force? 
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1.Train climbing on mountain 2.Train coming down the hill 3.mango falling from a mango tree 4.ball 

rolling on a flat surface 

30. Observe the following picture,same quantity of water is poured in a tumbler and bowl.   This is kept 

in sunlight and in shade  . After 5 hours,which of the following will have least water? 

1.A   2.B    3.C     4.D 

 

31.Which of the following is not our neighboring country? 

1.Pakistan 2.China 3.Nepal 4.Iran 

32.Dams are mainly built for----- 

1.changing the surrounding villages 2.tourist purpose 3.electricity and irrigation purpose 4.developing 

pond for fishing 

 

33.Which part of Carrot is used as food? 

1.flower 2.leaves 3.stem 4.root 

34.The air which comes from your mouth is felt more hotter in 

1.summer 2.winter 3.rainy season 4.spring season 

35.This is used to preserve pickle 

1.salt 2.gar am masala 3.cum min seed 4.garlic 

36.Which of the following is used for seeing micro organisms? 

 

1.A  2.B  3.C  4.D 

37.Which of the following mode of transport does not cause any pollution to the surrounding? 

1.aeroplane 2.motor boat 3.car 4.cycle 

38.In which of the following method would you use the remaining water after your school hours ? 

1.pour water out 2.pour water on my friend 3.play with water 4.pour for trees 

39.Why do we pour oil over stagnant water? 

1.to kill fish 2.to kill larva of mosquitoes 3.to over come bad smell 4.for the surface glow 

40.Cutting trees in forest cause--- 

1.soil erosion 2.increase in forest animals 3.increase in rainfall 4. increase fertility of soil 

 

 

 

 

 


